
Are the Jyotish Gems and jewellery different from the usual jewellery we wear?

There is a lot of difference between wearing Jyotish gems on rings, pendants, etc and wearing
usual jewelery of gold, silver or diamond. 

The Jyotish gems are used in gem therapy for the purpose of receiving their beneficial effects.
By wearing gems in a proper prescribed way one can control the good and bad influences of
planets on oneself and one's near and dear ones too. 

To achieve this aim it is a requirement that the gems should be worn in such a way that they
touch the skin of the wearer. This is why the gems are mounted on rings and pendants rather
than being studded. The rings and pendants are made in such a way that they encase the gem
in a frame. The gems lower side touches the skin while the upper side is exposed to light and
air. This  is necessary to make the gem energized and to receive its benefits through its touch
on the skin.

Jyotish gems are worn only under prescription of the Jyotishi or the astrologer. One should
never wear jyotish gems just because one likes to wear them. If the gems suit a person they
can give a lot of benefits and gains. But, the reverse can also happen if the gems are not
beneficial for the wearer. 

The usual jewelery which is worn for cosmetic purposes can be worn by anyone and anywhere.
Unlike the remedial Jyotish gems these jewelery do not require any ritual or process of
purification and wearing and muhurat is required to wear them. 
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Are the Jyotish Gems and jewellery different from the usual jewellery we wear?

For buying gemstones from us contact us on -

Jyotish Biz
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